
Cenocco Beauty CC-9064: Beautiful Brows - Eyebrow Trimmer & Shaver

Painless trimming and shaping of eyebrows. Dermatologically approved, hypoallergenic. 18K gold-plated
precision head. Gentle on all skin types. Unisex, German engineering, Certificate of Excellence.

Manufacturer: Cenocco
Reference:CC-9064

Product Description and Specification
Create a wonderful and lavishing eyebrow with the Cenocco Beauty CC-9064: Beautiful Brows. A painless way to contour
those fine lines. The precision head of the trimmer is made up of 18k gold plating and it is dermatologist approved that it can
be used in any type of skin. This trimmer is to be used on the top and bottom of brows and in between eyebrows, to instantly
and painlessly erase unwanted and stray eyebrow hair, without the pain of plucking! It glides smoothly leaving no mark and
irritation. It precision head also has an LED light that helps you navigate those rigid corners, fine hairs and achieving
perfectly contour lines. It can also be used as a nose hair trimmer for your preference. Fire away those beautiful brows and
amplify your beauty with this great portable eyebrow trimmer and shaver. 

 

 

 

Features: 

Painless trimming and shaping of eyebrows Dermatological Approved & Hypoallergenic 18K gold plated precision head



Gentle on all types of skin Remove hair around the brows perfectly and maintain shape Built-in light for better visualization
of the finest hair Perfectly balanced for ultimate control Unisex and all types of skin  German engineering Has a Certificate
of Excellence

Specifications:

Color: White/Gold Material: ABS, Stainless steel & 18k Plated Gold Power Source: Power:  Net Weight:  Gross Weight: 
Carton Size:  Battery is not included. 

Note:  

Brows should be used on clean, dry skin free of makeup or cream.  Pull skin tight and move the unit in small, circular
motions.  Brows is not recommended for trimming or shaping eyebrows. 

 



 

EAN : 0634158805325

ISBN : 85103000

Weight : 0.10 Kg

Volume : 0.00057 m3

(L x l x H) : 19.00 cm x 10.00 cm x 3.00 cm

Box 100  units



Pallet 2400  (Units)

Box dimensions 39x33x52

User Manual
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